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In this volume, the distinguished East German writer Christa Wolf retells the story of the fall of
Troy, but from the point of view of the woman whose visionary powers earned her contempt and
scorn. Written as a result of the author's Greek travels and studies, Cassandra speaks to us in a
pressing monologue whose inner focal points are patriarchy and war. In the four accompanying
pieces, which take the form of travel reports, journal entries, and a letter, Wolf describes the
novel's genesis. Incisive and intelligent, the entire volume represents an urgent call to examine
the past in order to insure a future.

About the AuthorChrista Wolf (1929-2011) was one of the most celebrated German writers of
the twentieth century. Wolf was a central figure in East German literature and politics, and is the
author of many books, including the novels The Quest for Christa T., Patterns of Childhood, and
Cassandra.
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Armand Aisselle, “Chruistar Wolf was one of the two greatest German-speaking writers to
emerge following Wolrd War II. Christa Wolf was one of the two finest writers in the German
language to emerge following World War II, the other being Ingeborg Bachmann, whom Wolf
discusses extensively and cogently in one of the four accompanying essays. The first part of the
book, the novel itself written in first person from the point of view of Cassandra, is utterly
enthralling. It is one of those books in which every paragraph contains a sentence or an
expression or an idea so startling that one feels the need to stop and think about it before one
continues reading. Wolf succeeds brilliantly in getting inside Casandra, her feelings, thinking,
loves, hates and desires. And the character of Cassandra, in turn, succeeds brilliantly in getting
inside the other players in the Trojan War saga, both the Greeks and the Trojans. The
accompanying essays are no less fascinating. Yes, this is a profound and lasting piece of
feminist writing. But it is so, so much more. Wolf's admirable and ground-breaking feminism is
only one aspect of her overall view of history and the human species' place in it. To sum up: this
is a work of genius by a genius. I give it my highest recommendation, and am certain that I will
read it again.”

harshcritic, “Trojans shed light on modern warfare. This is an astounding novel. Told from
Cassandra's point of view, as she awaits her end at Mycenae, the recount of the war at Troy from
one who wasn't listened to offers tremendous insight into any war, at any time, in any place. It's
about the mythologising of myth, really; the spin, the suppression of truth, the misuse of
language, the subversion of the normal, the rejection of good sense, to bring about a state of war
that will satisfy the perverse egos of a particular type of back-room intriguer with limited talents
and too much influence. It's handy to have some knowledge of 'The Iliad' and Greek mythology
(or to have a copy of 'Who's Who in Greek Mythology' close by) because sometimes you need
reminding about who everyone is among the large cast of characters. Despite this description,
which sounds a bit heavy, it's a very readable book in an excellent translation. Cassandra is not
the moaning Minnie she's often depicted as, but a character of depth, interest, sly observations,
and even humour of a bleak kind. The language is wonderful, too. In fact, this novel has
everything going for it. And into the bargain, it's not very long. Plus, it comes with some
(probably) very insightful notes and lectures by the author at the end (which I haven't read, but
you don't really need to, although they're most likely very edifying).”

Elizabeth, “Not bad. His is definitely a work of literature, something that the author wanted to
write and so she tells de story of Cassandra in her own way, following her own narrative structure
and personal style. It seems that by dong this one is able to meet the real Cassandra, listen to
her speak and penetrate her thoughts.”

Serena, “A+. Book arrived on time and in good condition, my thanks!”



Margaret Bleyberg-forsman, “Knowledge isn’t power if no one believes you!. A priestess, a
defeated world power, the arrogance of victors in the world of classical Greece - how can all
that speak to us today? Combine those features with the frustration of a woman being right but
routinely ignored, and you have a great novel. Wolff adds to the wonderful experience through
her essays, well worth reading. She is little known in the US, but should have a great audience
among young women and fans of well-designed plots,”

Sergio De Simone, “A story that will make you dream of another world, without ever describing it.
I remember an old girlfriend of mine. No way she could show some interest or appreciation for
books I read, ever. Well, to my greatest satisfaction, when she grabbed this book from my library
-- that was when she found me reading it for the third time -- and finished it, she was almost
unable to speak and could only utter: terrific.”

Robyn G. Stephens, “Cassandra believed!. It’s a very interesting take on the woman who wasn’t
believed. I recently read The Trojan Women, which dealt more broadly with the effects of men’s
notions of honour and desire for fame and enrichment through war, on their mothers, wives and
daughters. It took up the story, where the Iliad and Odessa left off. I liked it, but I was more
moved by this. It plays a bit fast and loose with the text of the Iliad, but it makes far less of a
victim of Cassandra.Even more interesting, I found in the second half of the book several essays
about Christa Wolf’s journey to writing the story. These are well worth a read, especially for the
individual insight into political conditions in the mid-late part of the 20th century.”

The book by Christa Wolf has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 131 people have provided feedback.
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